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Acellular Dermal Regeneration Template
for Soft Tissue Reconstruction of the Digits

Abstract

Purpose. Traumatic digit injuries often leave soft tissue defects with exposed bone, joint, and/or tendon requiring soft tissue replacement. The objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of acellular dermal regeneration template (ADRT) combined with full-thickness skin grafting for soft tissue reconstruction in digit injuries with soft tissue defects.

Methods. ADRT was used to reconstruct digit injuries with exposed bone, joint, tendon, and/or hardware not amenable to treatment with healing by secondary intention, rotation flaps, or primary skin grafts. ADRT was applied to 21 digits in 17 patients. Nineteen digits had exposed bone; 8 digits had exposed tendon; 6 digits had exposed joints; and 2 digits had exposed hardware. The ADRT was sutured over the soft tissue defect. Over 3 weeks, a neodermis formed. The superficial silicone layer of the ADRT was removed, and the digits underwent full-thickness epidermal autografting with cotton bolster.

Results. The duration of postoperative follow-up extended to a minimum of 12 months. For the injury sites where ADRT was applied, the total area of application ranged from 1 to 24 cm², with the largest individual site measuring 12 cm². Twenty of 21 digits demonstrated 100% incorporation of the ADRT skin substitute. One digit that had sustained multi-level trauma developed necrosis requiring revision amputation. Full-thickness epidermal autografting was performed an average of 23.9 days after ADRT skin substitute application and demonstrated a
100% take in 16 of 20 (80%) digits and partial graft loss of 15 to 25% in 4 of 20 (20%) digits that did not require further treatment.

**Conclusions.** ADRT combined with secondary full thickness skin grafting is an effective method of skin reconstruction in complex digital injuries with soft tissue defects involving exposed bone, tendon, and joint. The neodermis increases tissue bulk and facilitates epidermal autografting with digital injuries that otherwise would require flap coverage or skeletal shortening of the digit.

**Introduction**

Traumatic injuries of the digits often leave extensive soft tissue defects with exposed bone, tendon, and/or joints requiring soft tissue coverage. There are a multitude of treatment options for distal digit injuries with skin loss, including wound care allowing wound contracture without a surgical procedure, skeletal shortening and primary closure, split or full-thickness skin grafting, and local, regional, and distal flaps. Classic teaching advocates that injuries with exposed bone lacking periosteum, exposed joint surfaces, or with exposed tendon lacking paratenon must have bone trimmed back to allow closure by the surrounding tissues or undergo coverage with a vascularized flap.\(^1\,\(^2\,\(^3\,\(^4\)\) Exposed bone, tendon, or cartilage does not have sufficient blood supply to support a granulation bed necessary for rapid reepithelialization. Exposed bone and associated fractures run the risk of desiccation and infection unless they are sufficiently covered by soft tissue. Likewise, the neovascularization necessary for the survival of a skin graft is also dependent on the blood supply of the underlying tissue. The geometry of the digit injury (transverse, volar/dorsal/lateral oblique) in distal tissue loss can also guide treatment options. Local, regional, and distal flaps have been commonly advocated when there is inadequate soft tissue to cover exposed bone and tendon and skeletal shortening is not desired.
Local rotation type flaps in the digits can be limited by the amount of soft tissue they can replace. Regional and distal flaps require an awkward positioning of the donor and recipient sites for the 2 weeks required for vascularization of the flap from the recipient site. These flaps can often transfer more soft tissue than was originally lost necessitating a later debulking procedure. Injury that involves the distal phalanx may result in a secondary hook-nail deformity if there is unsupported nailbed, which can be accentuated by skeletal shortening of the distal phalanx in order to eliminate exposed bone in a wound. These deformities are not only cosmetically unappealing but also functionally undesirable since the nail can prove a nuisance by snagging on clothing and other objects. A deformity can be minimized if the nailbed is at least 2 mm proximal to the underlying bone. Loss of volar oblique and even lateral oblique amputations can increase the risk of developing a deformity if care is not taken in restoring the soft tissue defect. A hook-nail deformity may occur if unnecessary tension is placed on adjacent tissues during wound closure of a fingertip amputation.

Treatment goals in digital injuries include preservation of functional length, preservation of useful sensation and prevention of painful neuromas, provision of durable skin coverage, early mobilization and prevention of joint contractures, early return of function, and providing for a cosmetically appealing appearance. The treatment options for soft tissue loss of the digits become more limited once bone, joint, and tendon are exposed. The common solutions have been either skeletal shortening to facilitate soft tissue closure or application of a wide variety of vascularized skin flaps.

The most commonly used regional flaps for soft-tissue coverage in the digits are the cross-finger pedicle flap and the thenar flap. Both flaps are used for coverage of volar skin loss of the digits with the thenar flap reserved for distal coverage of the index and long fingers. Some surgeons reserve the thenar flap for young females because this flap requires more flexion of the injured finger until flap division, thus, having a theoretic risk of flexion contracture.
Melone\textsuperscript{9}, however, showed that by detaching the pedicle by 10 – 14 days persistent contracture was low.

Acellular dermal regeneration template (ADRT) has been demonstrated to be an effective skin substitute for burn patients and a useful tool to reconstruct complex full-thickness wounds.\textsuperscript{11, 12, 13} This report details our experience with ADRT for the treatment of traumatic digit injuries. The template \textit{(Integra\textregistered Dermal Regeneration Template, Integra LifeSciences, Inc. Plainsboro, NJ)} consists of a bilaminate sheet that allows for the establishment of a neodermis while providing a semipermeable membrane to maintain a moist healing environment. The thin superficial polysiloxane layer serves as an artificial epidermis. The deeper porous layer of cross-linked bovine tendon collagen and chondroitin-6-sulfate allows the migration of fibroblasts to regenerate a dermis. After a period of 21 days epidermal autografting of the neodermis can be performed. Recent case reports have documented excellent results with the use of ADRT for reconstruction after tumor excision from the hand, a degloving injury involving the lower extremity, and in traumatic combat injuries.\textsuperscript{14, 15, 16}

The application of ADRT for traumatic digit injuries involving exposed bone, tendon, or joint has not been extensively documented. This prospective study describes the use of ADRT in 17 consecutive patients to treat 21 traumatic digit injuries that otherwise would have required more elaborate reconstructive procedures. All cases presented with exposed bone, tendon, or joint, precluding treatment by dressing changes possibly followed by skin grafting. One benefit of ADRT is that it provides the structural scaffold for vascular and cellular ingrowth while providing a protective barrier for the exposed bone, joint, and tendon when simpler techniques cannot cover the exposed deep structures.

\textbf{Materials and Methods}

Seventeen patients (average age 38.6 years, range 21 to 63 years) were treated with 21 applications of Integra\textregistered Dermal Regeneration Template for soft tissue loss in the digits. (Integra
All of the cases were the result of trauma except for 1 case that was due to necrosis after an infection of a skin laceration. Of the 21 injured digits, 14 (66.7% of total injuries) suffered digital amputation injuries. Of the 14 amputations, 2 digits (9.5% of total injuries) had failed fingertip coverage with composite grafts from the amputated part, 8 digits (38.1% of total injuries) suffered skin degloving injuries, and 1 (4.8% of total injuries) digit required extensive debridement after developing skin necrosis from an infected laceration. Nineteen digits had exposed bone; 8 digits had exposed tendon; 6 digits had exposed joints (3 metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints, 3 proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints, 3 distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints); and 2 digits had exposed hardware.

Inclusion criteria comprised digit injuries that resulted in soft tissue loss with exposed underlying bone, joint, hardware, and/or tendon (Fig. 1). These were injuries in which the loss of local tissue precluded definitive treatment by simple wound care, primary closure, skin graft, or a simple rotation flap and where more elaborate reconstructive techniques were deemed necessary. None of the cases that presented were felt to have been amenable to healing by secondary intention or primary skin grafting. Patients were offered the most appropriate alternate regional flap (thenar, cross-finger, or pectoral flap, and in one case ray resection). During the case collection period, no patient chose alternate treatment by regional or distant flaps or digital shortening or deletion. Patients were not excluded because of demographic parameters that may have compromised wound healing such as age, diabetes, or smoking. Use of a control group was not included in this study of the efficacy of the ADRT product. Historical data was used as a control reference due to the limited sample size available for the study.

Each patient underwent 2 separate procedures in the operating room. The initial procedure involved wound irrigation, debridement, and application of ADRT. The total area of ADRT placed and the percentage of the wound bed that was adequately repaired by the ADRT to accept the skin graft was recorded. After approximately 3 weeks, patients returned to the
operating room to undergo a second procedure for full-thickness skin grafting. Before application of the ADRT, 13 patients underwent irrigation and debridement in the emergency room setting, 2 patients underwent fingertip composite grafting of the amputated part in the operating room setting, and 2 patients underwent irrigation and debridement in both the emergency room and the operating room for grossly contaminated wounds.

Acellular dermal regeneration template was measured in cm$^2$ at the initial operative procedure. The amount of ADRT used was directly proportional to the size of the wound. The template was attached to the wound edge and secured with 4-O nylon suture sewn in interrupted fashion (Fig. 2) For larger defects, the superficial silicone layer was darted to allow for fluid egress from the wound bed and to facilitate ADRT graft adherence. Between ADRT application and skin grafting, the patients were instructed in a home exercise program with mobilization exercises of the unaffected joints while protecting the ADRT site with a thermoplastic splint between exercise periods. At the second procedure, the superficial silicone covering was removed in the operating room by gently peeling it off. The template vascularization rate was then estimated based on clinical examination and by measuring the percentage of total wound surface area covered with neodermis. Full-thickness skin grafting was performed with hypothenar, antecubital fossa, or volar wrist crease donor graft. Patients were followed on an outpatient basis until all wounds demonstrated complete epithelialization and then at 12 months to assess range of motion and sensibility (Fig 3). Successful implementation of ADRT was determined by a composite of the data regarding preservation of functional length, preservation of useful sensation, provision of durable skin coverage, early mobilization of injured joints aiding in and prevention of joint contractures, early return to work and other activities, and good cosmetic appearance of the digit.

Patients were analyzed with respect to age, past medical history, injury location and cause, presence of exposed structures in the wound, and whether the injury was work related. Wound healing complications, cold intolerance, sensitivity, sensibility, and digital motion were
recorded. Postoperatively, a dichotomous data survey was employed in which patients responded yes or no during physical examination of the affected digit(s) to evaluate for hypersensitivity and/or hyposensitivity. Objective measures of sensory discrimination including static and moving 2-point discrimination were not employed because of the incongruent nature and size of the wound sites, making this testing not uniformly applicable. The patient was asked to judge sensation of the graft as being less than 33% of normal, between 33% and 66% of normal, or greater than 66% of normal. The time intervals between injury and ADRT application and ADRT application and skin graft were recorded. The total area of ADRT placed and the percentage of the wound bed that was adequately repaired by the ADRT to accept the skin graft were documented.

Results. Patients were followed for a minimum of 12 months (range, 12 - 22 months) except for the patient having necrosis of the digit who was dismissed. The total area of ADRT application ranged from 1 cm$^2$ to 24 cm$^2$, the largest single site measuring 12 cm$^2$. All digits demonstrated 100% vascularization of the ADRT dermal substitute with the exception of one digit that had sustained a multi-level crush injury requiring amputation after application of ADRT due to digit necrosis. ADRT placement was performed an average of 5.9 days (range, 3 – 12 days) after injury, and full-thickness epidermal autografting was performed an average of 23.9 days (range, 14 – 35 days) after ADRT skin substitute application and demonstrated 100% incorporation in 16 of 20 digits and 15 – 25% partial graft loss in 4 of 20 digits that did not require further treatment. Thus, 80% of injury sites demonstrated complete skin graft success and 20% of injury sites demonstrated minor skin graft loss. The ADRT with full thickness skin grafting was found to be adherent and stable with patients having demonstrated no wound breakdown after reaching maximum medical improvement.

Four of 20 digits (20%) demonstrated eschar formation with partial skin graft loss but did not require further surgical reconstruction. A minor portion of the skin graft was avulsed in 2
digits with subsequent readherence of the tissue, emphasizing the importance of maintaining a protective cap splint during graft incorporation. Both of these digits went on to 100% incorporation of the skin graft sites.

Eleven patients sustained their 12 digital injuries while working. All of these patients ultimately returned to work, but 3 patients had a permanent partial disability that required an alteration in their work duties.

At final follow-up all 20 surviving digits were found to have stable wound coverage without episodes of wound breakdown. Two digits were reported as having moderate cold sensitivity. All of the skin grafts were noted to have altered sensation; 3 of the skin grafts were felt to have had less than 33% of normal sensation, 15 skin grafts had between 33-66% of normal sensation, and 2 skin grafts had greater than 66% of normal sensation. Two digits were reported as having persistent hypersensitivity at the graft site. Full recovery of range of motion was found in the 15 digits not having sustained a significant concomitant joint injury. Two digits had intraarticular PIP joint fractures resulting in a 15° PIP joint flexion contracture in one digit, and a loss of flexion of 1 cm to the distal palmar crease in the other; and 1 patient with 3 injured digits had arthrodesis of 3 DIP joints and 1 PIP joint due to extensive articular damage but returned to work as an intensive care unit nurse.

None of the injured digits in the study developed a secondary hook-nail deformity.

The skin graft recipient sites were divided into 2 sample groups: those with 100% incorporation and those with partial loss. An independent groups T-test for means showed that there was no statistical significance for age, graft size, or number of irrigations with regard to graft take. Two of the 4 digits with partial skin graft incorporation occurred in patients with a known history of diabetes mellitus; 1 patient was also a smoker. None of the 16 digits with 100% skin graft incorporation occurred in patients who had a history of diabetes mellitus and/or smoking. A Z-test for two proportions failed to demonstrate a statistical significance between
smokers and non-smokers regarding graft incorporation but did demonstrate a difference between diabetics and non-diabetics with 98% confidence.

Discussion

Treatment options are varied when traumatic digit injuries are accompanied by loss of soft tissue and exposure of underlying bone and joints. Jebson and Louis\textsuperscript{2} note that treatment of similar injuries by widely disparate methods likely reflect varied exposure to techniques during training combined with the experience gained in treating such injuries. Numerous types of flap procedures have been described to reconstruct digital defects such as the Kutler and Atasoy V-Y advancement flaps\textsuperscript{1}, thenar flap\textsuperscript{8,9,10}, and cross finger flap\textsuperscript{7}. These procedures can be associated with donor site morbidity including contour deformity and dysesthesias.\textsuperscript{1,17,18} After reviewing several follow-up studies of adult patients having sustained fingertip injuries with pulp loss, Jebson and Louis concluded that 30% to 50% of patients complained of some cold intolerance and an approximately 30% chance of having some aberration in sensibility, regardless of which wound management technique was used, and that these features appear to be the consequence of the injury itself and not the treatment.\textsuperscript{1,17,18} Ideal soft tissue coverage for fingertip injuries should provide durable protection with adequate soft tissue bulk.

An innovative approach to reconstruct soft tissue defects after a traumatic digital injury involves the use of ADRT. The focus of this paper was to assess stability of the wound coverage. This template has been reported to be an effective skin substitute for thermal injuries and complex full-thickness wounds.\textsuperscript{11,12,13} It provides the ability to cover large soft tissue defects while eliminating the donor site morbidity of flaps, limiting scar formation and wound contracture.\textsuperscript{19,20,21,22,23} ADRT is approved for treatment of full-thickness thermal injuries and scar reconstruction.

The template consists of a bilaminate membrane that allows the graft site to form a neodermis while providing a semipermeable membrane to maintain a moist healing
environment. A superficial thin polysiloxane layer serves as an artificial epidermis. The porous surface of cross-linked bovine tendon collagen and chondroitin-6-sulfate allows the migration of fibroblasts to regenerate a dermis. The neodermis is histologically similar in structure and appearance to normal dermis.\textsuperscript{24,25} Myofibroblasts are inhibited from migration, thus, preventing scar contraction. By 14-21 days, a neodermis forms and the silicone superficial covering can be removed. The wound can then be treated in various ways depending on the reconstructive needs of the patient. For a small surface area defect, the wound can autoepithelialize or a thin split-thickness skin graft (0.006 inch) can be applied. This allows for decreased donor site morbidity and the ability to reuse donor sites. For other wounds, a standard split-thickness skin graft (0.010 - 0.015 inch) or a full-thickness skin graft can be applied. In this study, a full-thickness skin graft from hypothenar, antecubital fossa, or volar wrist crease donor sites was applied. The full-thickness graft was felt to provide enhanced bulk for durable coverage of underlying bone, joint, and/or tendon.\textsuperscript{26}

The use of ADRT for traumatic hand injuries, particularly its application directly over exposed bone, joint, or tendon, is not well-documented. Lozano reported on the use of ADRT for repair of a lower extremity degloving injury. He reported its use as an alternative to flap coverage preventing a below-knee amputation from requiring flap coverage or conversion into an above-knee amputation.\textsuperscript{14} Carothers et al. reported on the use of ADRT for reconstruction of a soft tissue defect after tumor excision from the palm of the hand. In their case report, 2 sheets of ADRT were stacked directly over a wound bed with exposed flexor tendons and median nerve. They reported full functional use of the hand with mild paresthesias and no adhesions of the flexor tendons underlying the ADRT. They speculated that the favorable immunologic response of host tissue to the bovine matrix might have protected underlying structures from incorporation into the overlying scar tissue.\textsuperscript{15} Helgeson et al. reported on the use of ADRT in the management of complex combat-related soft tissue wounds. Their series involved application of ADRT to 4 feet, 6 legs, 2 thighs, 1 hip, 1 shoulder, and 2 forearm...
wounds. Eleven of the wounds had exposed tendon and 5 had exposed bone. Following Integra® Dermal Regeneration Template grafting, all of the wounds were managed with vacuum-assisted closure (VAC) dressings followed by delayed split-thickness skin grafting. Thirteen of 16 wounds achieved definitive coverage on initial application. All 3 failures involved exposed cortical bone without periosteum, but repeat ADRT grafting proved successful in 2 of the 3 failures.¹⁶

In this study, there were no exclusion criteria; therefore, patient factors that may have inhibited healing such as smoking and diabetes mellitus were included. It is conceivable that revascularization of the ADRT and/or the full-thickness skin graft could be inhibited by these factors. From the limited sample size, it was difficult to determine the statistical significance that diabetes mellitus and/or smoking would have on graft outcome. All of the patients with 100% take of their graft sites had no history of diabetes mellitus and/or smoking. In contrast, 2 of the 4 graft sites with partial take occurred in patients with a known history of diabetes mellitus, and 1 patient was also a smoker.

Although the sample size of the current study was limited, we were able to meet our principle objective in demonstrating ADRT to be an effective skin substitute in complex digit injuries with soft tissue defects not amenable to treatment with healing by secondary intention or primary grafting. In this series, application of ADRT with subsequent skin grafting provided an alternative to flap coverage for traumatic digit injuries with exposed bone, joint, and/or tendon. A 2 x 2 cm piece of ADRT costs approximately $1,240 USD at our institution and requires 2 surgical procedures, but the considered other treatment options of regional flaps require 2 surgical procedures as well. Application of ADRT and full-thickness skin grafting allows mobilization of uninjured joints facilitating recovery, whereas, regional or distant flaps greatly restrict mobilization of the uninjured joints, while patients undergoing ADRT treatment for injuries involving composite tissue loss over joint surfaces had loss of joint motion as would be expected regardless of the treatment. As direct comparison with vascularized flaps was not
done in this series, it remains unclear whether a vascularized flap would have provided a more compliant soft tissue coverage. Porter\textsuperscript{26} compared pedicle flaps to skin grafts for volar skin defects of the digits and concluded that cross finger and thenar flaps had the best cosmetic appearance and sensibility with pectoral flaps fairing less well, and that full thickness skin grafts were superior to split grafts in terms of durability. Negative pressure dressings have become a major first line of treatment for orthopedic extremity trauma including wounds with exposed bone, but no reports of its use in isolated digital injuries are to be found, although its use was reported as assisting in the treatment of a degloved hand.\textsuperscript{27,28}

Patients, when informed of regional or distant flap alternatives, appeared to find treatment by ADRT and skin graft the more appealing option. Future studies will hopefully expand the application of ADRT to include more complex digital and hand injuries and determine which patient population(s) would be the best candidates for ADRT and subsequent skin grafting.
**Figure Legend**

**Figure 1:** A 30-year-old right-hand-dominant male retired NFL football player sustained amputations of the thumb and ring finger from a power saw. He also sustained lacerations to the index and long digits with underlying distal phalanx fractures.

**Figure 2:** After irrigation and debridement, the ADRT was secured to the skin with interrupted 4-O Nylon suture.

**Figure 3:** (A,B) The patient demonstrated excellent healing—after full thickness skin graft, as seen here for follow-up on postoperative day 53. He reported near normal sensation at the tip of his thumb and mildly diminished sensation on the dorsum of his ring finger.
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